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I INTRODUCTION 
II 
I 
1 The purpose of this study is to compare the vocabularies of each part 
l of two standardized reading tests with the vocabularies, from the preprimer 
through the second reader, of three basal reading systems. 
Two problems were consi dered. 
1. The percent of words included in the two standardized reading 
tests and in the three basal reading systems. 
2. The percent of the vocabulary of the t hree basal reading 
systems which are included in the two t ests. 
The following standardized reading tests were used: 
1. American School Achievement Tests 
Battery I Form Al Test 1, 2 
Battery II Form A2 Test 1, 2 
2. Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
Battery I Form R3 Test 1, 2, 3 
Battery II Form R4 Test 1, 2 
1. Young, Robert V.; Pratt, Willis E.; and Gatto, Frank. American School 
Achievement Tests. Bloomington, .Ill.: Public School Publishing Comp~, 
1941. 
2. Young, Robert V.; and Pratt, Willis E. American School Achievement 
Tests. Bloomington, Ill. : Public School Publishing Company , 194l. 
3. Hildreth, Gertrude H. Metropolitan Achievement Tests. New Yor k : 
World Book Company, . 1946. 
4. Hildreth, Gertrude H. ; and Others. Metropolitan Achievement Tests. 
New York: World Book Company, 1946. 
I 
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The basal reading s.rstems used were: 
1 The Today's Work-Play Books 
. 2 
TI1e Reading Foundation Series 
The Curriculum Foundation Series3 
I 
II 
II 
I 
1. Gates, Arthur I.; Huber , Miriam B.; Peardon, Celeste G.; and Salisbury, 
Frank S. Today 1s Work-Play Books. New York: The :Macmillan Company, 1946. 
1 2. O'Donnell, Mabel. 11The Alice and Jerry Basic Readers . 11 Reading 
Foundation Series • .. Evanston, ill.: Row, Peterson and Company, 1948. 
3. Gray, Vfilliam 8.; and Gray, Lillian. 11Basic Readers." Curriculum 
Foundation Series. New York: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1946-47. 
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I, CHAPTER I 
I REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
I Development of Reading Books 
I The earliest form of writing :from which our alphabet is believed to be 
J derived consisted of pictographs used by~ primitive peoples. In the 
11 course of time the pictographs grevv more and more conventional and :finally 
.I 
I became letters in the modern sense of the term. It is believed that 
.I 
'I 
II 
I 
! Egyptian hieroglyphic picture writing developed into the somewhat cursive 
I :form of hieratic writing which was reserved :for religious 1vriting. Although 1l 
the earliest origins of the alphabet are obscure it is believed that the 
II Egyptians invented the alphabet. 
I' For centuries books were scarce and usually available only to scholars. : 
Gutenberg's invention of the printing press in 1436 made it possible for I 
books to be made available to a greater number of people. 
The educational system of America during the Colonial period was , in 
part, an imitation of the European S,ystemwhich stressed oral instruction 
by professionally trained teachers skilled in this system. The ~olonies 
I lacked trained teachers and had to emphasize a system of reading instruction. 
I 
1 Throughout American histor,y emphasis on reading has controlled the :form of 
organization of all classroom instruction. The reading matter used in the 
Colonial schools was the catechism and extracts from the Bible. The primar,y 
! purpose of reading instruction at this time was the "training of children in 
I reading, so that they might come into direct contact with the Scripturesu.1 11 
1
1 1. "Education. 11 Lincoln Library of Essential Information. Buffalo, N. Y.: 
\I The Frontier Press Company, 19Li. p. 1616. 
- - ~-
I 
I 
I I This emphasis on religious content reflected the main interests of the 
1 Colonial communi ties. 
1 
The earliest reading book of this period was the Hornbook. I t was 
about the only child's book in existence in the 16th and 17th centuries. It 
was not a book but a single sheet of parchment covered with horn and mounted 
I on thin oak with a handle for the child to hold. Many of the early text-
~~ books used in the schools o£ the Colonial period were imported from England 
I or Yrere American reprints of English publications. 
! The first child's book printed in America was The New England Primer2 
! issued in the latter part of the 17th century. It contained about 100 
1 
/ small pages filled with the alphabet, words and symbols for spelling lessons ) 
I! and quotations £rom the Bible. Most of the alphabet rhymes dealt with stern 1 
: subjects and carried stern admonitions. 
II 3 
1 Dolch states that "Before 1800, pupils frequently used the textbooks 
I available in their homes or obtainable .from relatives or friends, with the 
I result that often several different authors were represented within a class'l i 
After 1800, books by American authors were available but the readers 
continued to stress the moral quality of the selection. 
11. Gates, Arthur I.; Huber, Miriam B.; and Salisbury, Frank s. Teachers Plan I 
Book for Pre~aratory Book and First Reader. New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 194 , p. 1. I 
i' 2. Ibid. 
I 3. Dolch, E.w., and Clement, J.A. "Textbooks." En5bclopedia of Educational 
Research. New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 0. p. 1478. 
!I 
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In 1838 Horace Mann,1 disturbed at the large number of reading failures,' 
I 
i 
was of the opinion that the subject matter of the reading books was inap-
propriate for children. Much of the reading material consisted of "The most I 
pithy sayings of learned men; aphorisms in which moralists have deposited a 
life of observation and experience ; and the maxims of philosophers , embodyiug, 
I the highest forms of intellectual truth 11 • As a result, Mann contends t hat, 
11Using incomprehensible reading books draws after it the inevitable conse-
quence of bad reading". 
I Although it is true that in the middle of the 19th century pupils who 1 
I I 
I had the advantage of school instruction were not fluent, intelligent readers, 
it is also true that in 1840, the average citizen was seldom required to I 
read in his ordinary routine. Reading became a very nmch more common fact 
'I in the years following 1880 than it ever was before. One of the main reasons! 
I for this increase was the improvement of the printing press >Vhich made it 
I possible to prmt large editions of newspapers m a short time . From this 
date an attempt was made to adapt the reading material to the needs of the 
' pupils. From 1875 to 1915 the literary ideal prevailed. Silent reading 
subject matter was stressed from 1915 to 1925. 
That reading material was being made more interesting to children is 
evidenced in a study by Starch2 in 1921 in which he points out that the 
three leading classes of material in first grade books related to animals , 
I boys and girls, and folklore. 
I 
II =-1-. """""="nHi=-· s~t:-o-ry--o~f~Ed~u-c_a_t~i=-o-n-.-:.11:---:;:-L"':"in_c_o'"':ln::---:;L:-:i~b-r--o-f~E~s-s __ e_n-:t-:i-alo:;-_ ~Inf--;:;"'o_r_ma--:t-:i:-o-n-.---
ll Buffalo, N. Y. : The Frontier Press Company, 19 • p. 1 3 -1 37 . 
: 2. Gray, Williams. "Teaching of Reading. " Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research. New Y.ork: The Macmillan Company, 1950. p . 993 . 
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, In this 
I' 
same year, Uhl attempted to discover the favorable and 
11 unfavorable qualities of selections in readers based on teacher and pupil 
judgement. Some of his conclusions were, "Much of the material in basal 
I readers is unsatisfactory because it is too difficult, lacks action or plot, 
II is unreal, depressing, monotonous, is not well told or is too long. Many of 
the selections meet with almost universal approval because of their interest 
I' appeal, dramatic action, and valuable content. Newer types of informational 
I
I material prove very successfUl and provide content material which has ample 
,i social justification". 
I 2 In 1937 Hockett compared the content of primary grade readers used 
I several years ago with those 
I nursery stories and fanciful 
I 
in current use and found that the traditional 
folk-tales which in the past had received 
great emphasis were being replaced by informational selections depicting 
the everyday activities of children and adults. 
A study made in 1940 by Hockett and Forr,y3 gives further evidence of 
!children's reading preferences. Both boys and girls are interested in 
action, exciting adventure, surprise, and humor. It is interesting to note 
that this study reveals that younger children are interested in a wider 
variety of topics whereas older children reported a smaller number of topics 
of particular interest. Children's reading interests change as they grow 
1
older. Boys seem to be most interested in stories of games, sports, hobbies, 
:! and handicraft activities and girls in stories of playing house, jumping 
'I rope, collecting dolls and doll costumes and caring for the baby. 
1. Gray, op. cit., p. 993. 
" 2. Ibid • 
. 3. Ibid. 
!i 
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I That marry reading s;vstems disregard this variation of reading interests ' 
I at different grade levels is apparent in the study of primary readers in 
i 1949 by Hughes and Cox.1 The authors contend that activities portrayed in 
I 
many preprimers were familiar to children but were developed on a level two 
to three years below the children's present experiences. 
The value of pictures in primar,y readers was investigated by the same 
I autho~s. They were of the opinion that as a result of building the stories 
I around the use of pictures, the stories are not stories except as they are 
jl interpreted vdth the pictures. The authors state that, "Stories for children 
should be written so that each sentence adds something to the story and is 
not a repetition for word pronunciation". 
The importance of sui table boolcs for the instruction of pupils is 
2 
emphasized by Knott who observes that, "Our modern school is a 11book11 
school. Our problem is what to do vd.th the "book-minded" child and the 
"non-book minded 11 child". 
That good reading instruction is a present day necessity is apparent 
when we realize that today one must read if he is to share in the life of 
his times. It is only in the present century that literacy has become a 
necessity for all levels of society. If left to hDnself the individual 
would not cultivate the art of reading. 11It is an art which the individual 
develops under pressure from society11 • 3 
1
1. Hughes, Marie M., and Cox, Vivian K. "The Language of F:i..r,st Grade 
Children II. 11 Elementary English 26: 468-474; December 1949. 
I 2. Knott, Thomas A. 
11 0bservations on Vocabulary Problems." The Elementary 
English Review 17.: 63-67; January 1940. 
· 3. Judd, Charles H. Educational Psychology. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1939. P• 194. 
, Development of Reading Book Vocabulary 
j In the early stages of t he development of children's reading books more I . . 
ll research was given t o the selection of suitable content . than to the selec-
1' tion of suitable vocabulary. However, during the last twenty-five years, 
' 
1: much research has been given to the vocabulary of primary readers. Conse-
1' quently careful control of primary reader vocabulary is relatively recent. 
I 
I A basal reader rust have a basal vocabulary which will serve in other 
I reading situati ons. According to McKee 1 this core should cont ain words 
lwhich are within the compr ehension of the pupils who will read the book, 
I 
and, "they should represent the words of greatest value in the child's 
I present and irmnediate future reading". 
l Many vocabul~- studies have been made to determine the difficulty of 
sources were used, the material covering such types as children's literature, 
newspapers, correspondence, the Bible and classics, books and elementary 
school texts. These words represent a general readi_~ vocabulary. 
Durrell3 emphasizes the fact that, "The Thorndike list is primarily a 
count of adult literature and words used primarily in children's literature 
often appear so infrequently in adult reading as to appear at later 
Thorndike levels". 
1
1. McKee, Paul. Reading and Literature in the Elementary School. Boston: 
I Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934. p. 175-176. 
1
1
1
1
2. Thorndike, Edward L. The Teacher's Word Book. New York: Teachers College, 
Columbia Universit,r, 1932. . II 
11 3.· Durrell, Donald D. mrovement of Basic Reading Abilities. New York: 
1i World Book Company, 19 o. P• 3BB-3B9. 
I: 
6 
There was objection to using on cllildren's textbooks the results of 
I
, vocabulary studies based upon essential:cy- adult reading materials. This 
I l . 
j movement produced a preschool word list, the IKU, that was used in making 
beginning reading books. 
2 
In 1936 Buckingham and Dolch published a word list that combined 
11 Thorndike's results and those of ten other statistical studies giving either 
frequency or grade placement according to children's usage. 
Durre113 reports that words with lower Buckingham-Dolch ratings are 
II particularly significant for the teaching of reading because the child 
probably has found need for the use of the word in the lower grades. 
In 1944 Thorndike the Lorge4 published The Teacher's Wordbook of 30,000 
Words. This book gave a new basis for those who wished to use frequenc,y as 
j, a measure of difficulty. 
I 
I The following year a very extensive study was published by RinslandS 
sho1¥ing for each common word the frequency of usage by children at each 
grade level. 
1. Child Study Committee of the IKU. 'A Stugy of the Vocabulary of Children 
Before Entering the First Grade. Washington, D.C.: The Kindergarten 
Union, 1928. 
Buckingham, B.R., and Dolch, E.W. A Combined Word List. Boston: Ginn 
and Compaey, 19 36. 
Durrell, Donald D. f§trovement of Basic Reading Abilities. New York: 
World Book Company, 19 0. p. 390. 
4. Thorndike, Edward 1., and Lorge, Irving. The Teacher's Wordbook of 30,000 
Words. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1944. 
5. Rinsland, H.D. A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945. 
7 
Hildreth, 1 in 1948, compared three word lists and made a combined word 
1 list which would be a helpful guide in preparing simplified reading 
1 materials and spelling lists for slow learners. 
2 Hughes and Cox report that the use of word lists tend to overemphasize 
certain words, particularly nouns. 
Many of the statistical studies of vocabularies stress the frequency of I 
li usage of each common word. According to Dolch and Clement3 all statistical 
studies of usage must naturally meet the query as to ·whether frequency is 
always a measure of difficulty and whether the frequencies found nmv will be 
the same as those found in the future. 
Witty and LaBrant 4 point out that the problem of vocabulary development 
1 may have received too much emphasis; that it is the way in which words are 
11 
used, not the number alone, that determines how we think. 
Gray.5 contends that the mastery of an adequate meaning vocabulary is a 
r major educational achievement. Many meanings are generalizations and are 
j! difficult to express concretely. 
1
• which they are used. 
Meanings of words vary with contexts in 
I 
I 
I L Hildreth, Gertrude H. 11A Comparison of the Dale, Dolch and Rinsland Word 
II Lists." Journal of Educational Psychology 39: 40-46; January 1948. 
1: 2. Hughes, Marie M., and Cox, Vi vi an K. "The Language of First Grade 
Children II." Elementary English 26: 468-474; December 1949. 
3. Dolch, E.Vr., and Clement, J .A. 11 Textbooks~ Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950. p. 1479. 
1 4. Witty, Paul A., and LaBrant, Lou I. "Vocabulary and Reading." School and 
Society 31: 268-272; . Febru~J 1930. 
5. Gray, William S. 11 The Development of Meaning Vocabulary With Special 
Reference to Reading. 11 . The Elementary English Review 17: 71-76; 
February 19 40. 
8 
1 Smith asserts that one word has several meanings and lmowledge of each 
enriches the child's vocabulary. 
2 . 
McKee states that, 11 'l'he teacher must recognize the fact that more than 
one meaning must be taught in the case of many wordsn . 
Traxler3 observes that in recent years in the United States there has 
I been a definite trend toward a lower vocabulary burden. Comparatively few 
11 words are now used in preprimers, primers, and first readers designed for 
American school children. The vocabulary of these books is based on every- ' 
d~ experiences of the children and there is much repetition of the words 
in different simple sentences in order to fix the vocabulary in the minds 
of the children. There is also a tenden~ toward greater integration among 
successive readers. 
Considerable variation exists among primers relative to the number of 
different words presented, the number of word repetitions, and the pro-
gressive inclusion of new words. Some primers present 400 or more different 
words and a few present 200 or less. VVhile no definite information is 
I 
1 available concerning the 
,, presented in the primer, 
1
1 
ment in learning becomes 
exact number of different words >Vhich should be 
the numher should not be so large that real achievej 
difficult for the average child. Nor should the 
number be so small that variety of cont ent and expression is stifled. 
1 1. Smith, Nila B. 11Reading Readiness." Elementary English 26: 451-460; 
December 1949. 
2. McKee, Paul. Reading and Literature in the Elementary School. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934. p. 185. 
3. Traxler, Arthur E. "Research in Reading in the United States." Journal of 
Educational Research 42: 481-499; 1~ch 1949. 
9 
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Even tod~ many experts do not agree on the exact number of different 
words which should be introduced at the primer level. 
1 McKee considers 300 words or less a reasonable number. 
Gates2 believes that 200 words or less is adequate and substantiates 
11 his preference for a small vocabulary by stating that, "Instead of a large 
[[ number of words vaguely -recognized, children can master the small vocabulary 11 
1
1 
and actually know the words in other situations". 
Stone 1 s3 study emphasizes the inadequacy of recently publ i shed expanded 
. I 
series with undue restriction of vocabulary. From his vocabulary stuqy of 
1 21 preprimers, 21 primers, 21 first readers, 21 second readers and 21 third 
readers published in 19 30..:41 inclusive Stone compiled a graded vocabulary 
list of 2,164 words . In pointing out the unjustifiable restriction of 
' 
vocabulary Stone reveals that one series with three preprimer s, two primers, 
~~o f irst readers, two second readers, and two third readers, introduced 
only 1,147 different words. 
In grades one to three the Today 1s Work-Play Books series intr oduces 
1,305 different words ; the Reading Foundation series introduces 1,318 
different words ; and the Curriculum Foundation series introduces 1,316 
different words. 
1. McKee, Paul. Reading and Literature in the Elementary School. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company., 1934. P• 176. 
2. Gates, Arthur I.; Huber, Miriam B. ; and Salisbury, Frank S. 
Plan Book f or Preparatory Book and First Reader. Nm~ York: 
Company, 1946. P• 3· 
Teachers 
The Macmillan 1 
I 
, 3. Stone , C. R. 11A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 Primary Grade Books. 11 
The Elementary School Journal 42: 452-455; February 1942. 
1.i 
~~===--= 
According to Stone we have the problem of providing for adequate 
1 vocabulary expansion along with the problem of providing sufficiently 
ea5,7 material at each level. 
In answer to Stone's contention that the vocabulary load should not be 
1 
restricted too much, F~ldreth points out, 11 ••• that it is far easier to 
make a light vocabulary more difficult by adding books with larger vocab-
ularies and by using supplementary materials than it is to lighten a 
program that is overloaded 11 • 
Sister Dorothy and Sister Cecile2 conducted a vocabulary analysis of 
20 preprimers published since 1937, and reported that recently published 
' preprimers have a lower different-word count than those published earlier. 
They noticed a trend toward greater similarity among the vocabularies of 
preprimers. In addition their study revealed the significant fact that 
while the core vocabulary remains nmch the same, there is some evidence of 
change in the selection of words for preprimers. 
Hildreth3 reveals a situation which requires research clarification by 
asking, "Does the recent trend toward greatly reduced vocabulary burden in 
the primary grade books promote easier and more effective learning in the 
beginning years, or does the low vocabulary tend to leave young children 
I 
j! short in reading skills during this early developmental period?" 
I 
l. Hildreth, Gertrude H. 11All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary." Elementary 
School Journal 43: 462-470; April 1943. 
2. Sister M. Dorothy, and Sister Rita Cecile. 11A Vocabulary Analysis of 
Recently Published Pre-Primers. 11 Journal of Educational Research 40: 
116-125; October 1946. 
3. Hildreth, op. cit., p. 462-470. 
- ---=== -=-~ ---- -
Development of Standardized Tests 
Although the history of vr.ritten examinations may be traced back ~ 
centuries, it was not until after 1850 that they became an established 
practice in the United States. 
As early as 1845 Horace Mann recommended the administration of written 
examinations particularly advocating the use of a large number of questions, 
1 
and the need of standardization. 
In 1845 the School Committee of the City of Boston administered a 
written examination. Horace Mann, 1 'Who at that time was Secretary of the 
Massachusetts Board of Education, doubtless exerted considerable influence 
, on the Committee so the examinations were probably reflections of his ideas. 
This practice of administering a written examination was sonn adopted by 
other large cities. 
2 
Englehart reports that the growth of the written examination movement 
is shown by the inaugu~ation of Regents' examinations in New York State in 
1865-1878 and the establishment of the College Entrance Examination Board 
in 1900. 
The measurement movement is commonly dated from the work of Edward L. 
. 3 
Thorndike who, in 1904, brought out the first book dealing primarily with 
mental and educational measurements. As a result of this book and his later 1
1 
II 
1. Greene, Harry A.; Jorgensen, Albert N.; and Gerberich, J. Raymond. 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Elementary School. New York: Longmans, 
Green and Company, 1942. P• 39. 
2. Englehart, Max D. "libcaminations." EnThclopedia of Educational Research. 
New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 0. p. 407. 
3. Greene, op. cit., P• 45. 
:12 
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1
1 
Lrrl'luence on his students, Thorndike became, more than any other person, 
responsible for the early development and popularization of standardized 
educational tests. 
Tests to measure achievement in elementro:f arithmetic were published 
by Stone in 1908 and Courtis in 1909. Thorndike published his handwriting 
scale in 1910. In 1913 a spelling scale in "Which the words were arranged 
in order of increasing difficulty -vvas published by Buckingham. After 1917 
the development of scales and tests was so rapid that by 1928 near~ 1300 
standardized and semistandardized tests had been catalogued. 1 Cook reports 
that in 1940 a similar unpublished count exceeded 2600 . 
In America the re~ inventor of the comparative test was Dr. J .M. Rice 
whose objective test in spelling strongly stirrnilated the development of 
,; achievement testing. Cook2 points out that 11 the tests were crude but they 
1 helped prepare the way for better tests to follow11 • 
Educators at first opposed the standardized test and derided the 
testers. However the use of standardized testing continued to spread under 1 
the stimul~tion of at least three early developments.3 
I 
111. Ntt.'lllerous important studies of the accuracy of school marks revealed 1 
I 
I 
that they are highly subjective and inaccurate. Instruments were needed 
which would yield more accurate .100asures of achievement. 
l. Cook, Walter W. 11 Tests, Achievement." Encyclo~edia of Educational 
Research. New York: The Macmillan Company, 19 0. p . 1461. 
2. Ibid., p. 1462. 
3. Greene, Harry A.; Jorgensen, Albert N.; and Gerberich, J. Raymond. 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Element School. New York: 
Longma.ns, Green and Company, 19 2. p • 
1_3 
I 
-1 
2. Discontent with existing conditions in certain of the larger school 1 I 
I I· s.ystems and a desire to reveal true conditions stimulated the construction 
I 
I 
I 
and use of tests to provide more objective devices for measuring the 
abilities of pupils. 
3. Tne development of educational measurements was greatly facilitated 
1 by the establishment of research organizations. 11 
The need for more accurate measures of achievement is clearly shown in 
the following description of a reading "Test for Pupi ls Four Years in 
1 School" given in Norfolk County, Massachusetts Schools LTl 1878. 11 The test 
I in oral reading for pupils of the primary grade was the reading of one of 
the 11Prudy11 stories. Three books were placed in the hands of the pupils, 
1 and passed in succession from one to another till all had read one or more 
I, 
I paragraphs. This was read without previous study." 
"A standardized test is one for which exercises have been carefully 
selected and evaluated and which is accompanied by norms • 112 
McKee3 emphasizes the fact that "st andardized tests are concerned with 
it the measurement of a more or less general ability". 
11 It is important to choose a test that will pr ovide the best measurement 
I for the particular area of learning covered by the test. 
1. Walton, George A. 
1878- 79. Boston: 
For 
Rand, 
Education 
2. Greene, Harry A.; Jorgensen, Albert N.; and Gerberich, J. Raymond. 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Element School. New York: 
Longmans, Green and Company, 19 2. 2 • 
3. McKee, Paul. Reading and Literature in the Elementary School. Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934. p. 232. 
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I reports that in the field of the graded vocabulary test existing tests give 
only slight samplings of the vocabulary at any particular grade level. It 
' is his opinion that if any standardized vocabulary test were to be compared 
vvith the vocabulary of a basal reading series there would be only a small 
group of words in common. 
2 Dolch's statements are substantiated by the findings of Macgregor who 
analyzed the vocabulary of ten selected reading tests and the vocabulary of 
the Reading Foundation series. She found that no test had an adequate 
sampling of vocabulary for the Reading Foundation series. 
In an analysis of the vocabulary of ten selected reading tests and the 
1 vocabulary of the Curriculum Foundation series, Fox3 verifies Dolch's views 
by reporting that from the standpoint of appropriate vocabulary and adequate 
sampling of the Curriculum Foundation series these tests are not suitable. 
From a similar study of the vocabulary of ten selected reading tests 
1 and the vocabulary of the New Work-Play Books series Doherty4 concludes that 
1 none of the tests seem to include a vocabulary which is representative of 
the Gates basal readers. 
1. Dolch, Edward W. 11 Testing Reading." Elementary School Journal 34: 
36-43; September 1933. 
2. Macgregor, Helen D. An Analysis of the Vocabulary of Ten Selected Reading 
Tests and the Vocabulary of the Readin Foundation Series. 1~ster's 
Thesis . Boston, Massachusetts: Boston University. 19 
3. Fox, Ruth E. A Comparison of the Vocabularies of Ten Standardized Reading 
Tests with the Vocabul of the Curriculum Foundation Series. Master's 
1
1 
Thesis. Boston, Massachusetts: Boston University. 19 • , 
4. Doherty, Mary L. Comparison of Ten Standardized Tests with the New Work-
Pla~ Books. }!aster's Thesis. Boston, Massachusetts: Boston University. 
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1 
Thorndike observed that "The instructions printed on certain tests 
I 
1 
of vocabulary contain some very rare words and are extremely hard to under-
stand11. 
2 Stone made a vocabulary study of nine reading tests for use in grade 
one and found that on the basis of an adequate sampling of words commonly 
: appearing in first grade books several of the tests are not suitable for 
that grade. 
Stone believes that the Metropolitan tests are not suitable as far as 
vocabulary is concerned because there is a smaller sampling of the words 
1 commonly introduced in grade one. 
Research has shown wide variations in tests and text books. This. study li 
is an analysis of two reading tests ·with three basal reading systems. 
1. Thorndike, E<hrard 1. "The Value of Word Counts." The Elementary English 
Review 17: 60-67; February 1940. 
2. Stone, Clarence R. "Validity of Tests in Beginning Reading." Elementary 
School Journal 43: 361-365; February 1943. 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of the study is to compare the vocabularies of each part 
of two standardized reading tests vvith the vocabularies, from the preprimer , 
through second reader, of three basal reading systems. 
Two problems were considered. 
1. The percent of words included in the two standardized reading 
tests and in the three basal reading systems. 
2. The percent of the vocabulary of the three basal reading 
systems which are included in the two tests. 
The vocabularies of the following tests were used for this comparison. 
TABLE I 
TESTS USED FOR COMPARISON OF VOCABULARY 
WITH THE THREE BASAL READING SYSTEMS 
1
1 Test 
I American 
Grade Forms Publisher 
Date of 
Pub. 
School 
Achievement 
Metropolitan 
Achievement 
1,2,3 
1,2 
I-A, II-A 
I-R, II-R 
Public School 
Publishing Co. 
Bloomington, Ill. 
World Book Co. 
New York 
1941 
1946 
The words in each test in each battery were listed and then completely 
i alphabetized. All variants were listed as separate words. Repetitions of 
/: words were not included in the alphabetized lists. 
_j 
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The following table shows the number of different words, the number of 
repetitions of words, and the total running list of words in each test in 
each battery of the two tests studied. 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF WORDS, NUMBER OF REPETITIONS, 
AND TOTAL RUNNING LIST OF WORDS D~ EACH OF THE TWO TESTS STUDIED 
Tests 
American School 
Achievement Tests 
Form A 
Battery I 
Battery II 
Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests 
Form R 
Battery I 
Battery II 
Grade Test 
1 1 
1 2 
2 1 
2 2 
1 1 
1 2 
1 3 
2 1 
2 2 
Number of 
different 
words 
89 
91 
188 
Ll8 
75 
116 
72 
382 
174 
Number of 
repetitions 
7 
5 
101 
667 
33 
28 
0 
540 
0 
Total 
number of 
words 
96 
96 
289 
1,085 
108 
144 
72 
922 
174 
The table on the following page shows the alphabetized list of words 
found in the American School Achievement Tests , Form A, Battery I and II. 
8 
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TABLE III II 
WORDS IN THE AllERICAN SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, FORM A li 
II 
Battery I, Test 1 II 
IJ 
age east lake purple table 
I 
ago egg leave push take 
banana farm life pussy teach 
because f ed lift rain think 
become feed light ran took 
began feet live rat tooth 
book fix look read touch 
bump flag love ride town 
clean frog mail rule wait 
clear from might run wake 
dear funny mix shake was II 
ding gay near sit way 
drink glad need six wheat 
I drum glass next south which duck grade night speak whip 
II dust hide please spill why 
each jump plum stile with I 
earth just puppy still 
:I 
I 
Battery I , Test 2 
I 
and cook fel l lily piano shut 
II 
ant could game line pie star 
any cradle gate lion pig start 
brown cried gave loaf pin stay 
cake crov; goat look please stor e 
calf crowd harrnner lost pony swing I 
called cut hand milk poor think il came desk hear mitten pretty tie 
candle dish home nest ready upon I candy does kind only redbr east walk 
:I 
catch dollar kitten peanut reindeer want 
I cloud eagl e last pear robin watch 
1: coat early leaves peep rooster what 
.I 'I cold egg left penny sheep while I collar farmer legs people ship wind I I wi.sh I 
,, I 
il I 
i 
II 
II 
II 
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TABLE III (continued) 
WORDS IN THE AMERICAN SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, FORM A 
Battery II, Test 1 
a deposit hold none silent 
after desire hope north sincere 
all diamond horn not size 
allCIW difficult hour nothing small 
an dinner huge number softly 
.: 
animal distant hungry numerous something I 
another do immense ocean south 
any doctor in of speak 
anything doing is on stamp 
as doll its one stand 
attempt doubt jewel opposite start 
away draw journey party steam 
be earth kind people step 
before east kitchen permit stop 
begin everything leg picture stream 
black excuse length piece sun 
blossom face letter place teacher 
blow family light plant that 
book far load population the 
boy farmer loudly possible things 
brook fe-vf machine proceed to 
brother fiercely make put toy 
by fight many quiet train 
called find map receipt trip 
cap fish Mary's rejoice two 
chair follow means river wait 
city foot measure rough want 
clean for medicine round watch 
close friend method said way 
coarse furniture mile same we 
coat gentlemen minute scale wear 
cold girl morning securely west 
decide gives much several which 
deep go name shake whisper 
delicate green narrow shallow who 
deliver hard near shut width 
depart here noisy side wish 
woman 
word 
yard 
I 
II 
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I TABLE III (continued) 
I 
I WORDS IN THE .AMERICAl'l SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, FORM A 
Battery II, Test 2 
II 
I 
a bright day following house 
about brother days food how 
I after brothers describes for hungry 
I 
air busy did four hunted 
all but dinner frightened hunting 
I along by dirty from hurried 
! altogether cables dish gardner if 
II 
an calm dishes gave I'm 
and camp dismal girl in 
II 
animals captain do girls Indians 
another care dock give industrious 
II 
answered card do·es gives into 
II are cars dogs glad is 
I 
as cent dollar gloomy island 
asked cents door go it I 
I 
at Charles dough goes Jane 
away cheerful down gold Japan i 
I 
back Chicago downhearted good John I 
baked children driver ground John ' s I 
barn chopped duties group joy 
II 
be circus each groups joyful 
bears clean early had jumped 
bed clear eat hand kind I 
before clip engineer handfuls knock I II 
beggar clipped every . happy labor II begins clipping everybody hard ladies 
behind close fact have land II 
I being cloth far 
heard landed 
bell clouds farming heavy large 
II I 
best coals fastened helped lazy 
between cold father her letter I 
I big colony .£earful here like 
I blows continued feel hill likes I 
I 
boards cooked fellow him little 
boat corn felt his live :I I boats cost fields hitched living I I Bobby costs filthy hold load 
I box cot fine home logs boy could fire honest lonely I boys first hooks looked 
I 
cross 
boys' cut flat horses looking 
II 
bread dark flour hot loom 
i 
I 
II 
I 
ii 
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TABLE III (continued) 
WORDS IN THE AMERICAN SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, FORM A 
il 
Battery II, Test 2 (continued) 
II 
lost passengers see tent wanted II 
lowering pebbles send terrified was 
II made people sewed that washed make perform she the washing 
:I makes picked sheep their water 
making place sheep's them way 
!I man planted ship - then we 
many play shouted they weeks lj Mary played sick this well 
plays signal · three went II may 
I men please singly threw were mended policeman sink time west 
miss pounding sister times what 
mixed pulled sled to wheat 
most put sleds today when 
jl mother quietly slept together where 
move ragged slowly told whether I much recreation small took w'nich I 
my regular smiling tops while I I never reindeer Smith train whistle I 
New York replied so tree who 
no rides some trees whom 
north rings sometimes tricks will 
not robust soon trip windows 
nothing rocks sorry turn wish 
ocean room spool turns wishes 
of ropes spring t\'lice with 
often runners stands two women 
old sad steam twos woods 
on safe stones uncle vvool 
once said stove unhappy word 
one sailors strange unhook words 
or salesman strong up work 
others same summer uproar worked 
our sand swim useful would 
out sat table usually woven 
outdoors saw tables very yarn 
outside school taken visiting year 
I over scout teacher voices yelling 
own scouts tell waiting you package screaming tells walks 
pairs secure ten vrant · 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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The following table shows the alphabetized list of words folU1d in the 
I 
I 
!1 Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Form R, Battery I and II. 
I 
• 
TABLE I V 
WORDS IN METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, FORM R 
1: 
Battery I, Test 1 
II a chasing fire jump shoes 
I and child fish kettl e smiling 
I apple coat flower leaves spoon at corn gate man squirrel 
baby cow girl money stove 
basket cup goat of table 
bath cuts hand on takes 
bell dog having pair the 
bowl doll his pan three 
box door hook pl ate turtl e 
bread drink horn pull ing under 
cake egg horse r at wagon 
candles .face house scissors wheel 
car farmer in seat window 
chair father is sheep with 
Bat t ery I, Test 2 
I 
all come fished hel p keep 
and crowd fishing her large 
I 
animals deep f ood hers learn 
apples deer foot hid lesson 
I 
away dip give him l etter 
ball dish gone hit listen 
I before dress good how little 
II 
bel ow enter hair hlU1gry look 
both fair ham ill looking 
cabbages far happy jam lovely 
II 
can find he jar may 
carriages finding heavy job one 
I. II 
II 
!I 
II 
II 
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TABLE IV (continued) 
WORDS IN METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS , FORM R 
Battery I, Test 2 (continued) 
only rough small them was 
own round some there waste 
package seven sound they water 
party several stars today we 
peaches she step tray weed 
people shining sticks ugly willow 
pets short stones valley window 
II 
pieces sighs stop vegetabl e winning 
play sings taking waiter wish 
II 
pretty slices talking walking wished 
rings sly the war with 
I· wonder 
Battery I , Tes t 3 
airplane child how peas throw 
banks cook Jane plant two 
bear cup key puppy walk 
bed drum lily purple wall 
bee ear loud seven warm 
beets fish map shoe wash 
bell five moon short weed 
bird flower mother soon what 
black for night soup wheel 
boot gate nose spoon where 
bowl girl nuts tall wide 
cabbage go oil tell window 
can goat orange these wolf 
candy gold our this woman 
cane high 
' L 
II 
II 
I 
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TABLE IV (continued) 
WORDS IN METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, FORM R 
Battery II, Test 2 
accident circus hat oven stay 
air clock head paint still 
Alice coal high pan stool 
apple cocoa hog paper stove 
arm collie hood park student 
bake cotton hound party swim 
banana courteous howl peach tall 
bark curtain ice pen teacher 
barn dash infant pencil tell 
bead death John picnic Thank:sgi ving 
bench doctor June pie that . 
blindness dollar kite piece those 
blow door kitten pig timid 
bl ue Easter lamb pillow toes 
book eggs lamp plum Tom 
boots envelope lantern poem tool 
bow even lemonade police torch 
boys fall letters polite trees 
brown false lettuce pupil trousers 
I brush five lion quiet turnip 
bunny no or loud radish two 
butterfly flowers machine robin watch 
cage foam magazine rock watchman 
candle for marble rug water 
cap fountain marr iage run when 
car generous Mary seven where 
carpet George medicine shoe who 
cat gloves mend short wide 
chair Grace milk skin window 
chalk grain mine skip wing 
chase gray minister skirt wint er 
cherries green noise some wood 
chicken growth nurse song wool 
chimney handle once soon worse 
Christmas hands orange stamp 
I 
II 
II 
II 
11 
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The basal readmg systems used in this study were, the Today 1 s Work-
Pl~ Books, the Reading Foundation Series, and the Curriculum Foundation 
Series. The following table shows the number of words U1 each book in the 
three reading systems. 
TABLE V 
TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS IN EACH BASAL READING SYSTEM AT EACH LEVEL 
System 
The Macmillan Co. 
Today's Work..:. 
Pl~ Books 
Row, Peterson Co. 
Reading 
roundation Series 
Scott, Foresman 
and Company 
Curriculum 
Foundation Series 
Books 
Preprimer Come and Ride 
Primer Tags and Twinkle 
F~!der Good Times on Our Street 
Second Friends and Workers Reader 
Prep rimer Skip Along 
II Under the Sky 
" 
Open the Door 
II High on a Hill 
Primer The New Day U1 and Day Out 
First Reader The New Round About 
Second Reader The New Friendly Village 
Prep rimer We Look and See 
fl We Work and Play 
fl We Come and Go 
Primer Fun With Dick and Jane 
First Reader Our New Friends 
Second Reader 
Level One Friends and Neighbors 
II Two More Friends and Neighbors 
Number 
of words 
30 
129 
168 
322 
649 Total 
20 
26 
21 
11 
102 
195 
396 
771 Total 
17 
22 
19 
100 
178 
236 
323 
695 Total 
ll In order to compile the vocabulary list for the Today 1s Work-Play 
Books, the first grade word list, which included the preprimer, primer, and 
first reader words, was obtained from the alphabetized word list in the 
Today's Work-Play Books Teachers Plan Book for PreparatoEY Book and First 
Reader pages 228-237. The second grade word list was obtained from the 
word list at the back of the second reader. Since the words were listed 
in the order of appearance in the book, it was necessary to list and 
alphabetize them. 
The vocabulary list for the Reading Foundation Series was obtained 
from the word list appearing at the end of each reader. Since the words 
were listed in the order of appearance in the book, it was necessary to 
list and alphabetize them. The preprimer, primer, and first reader words 
were combined into one list. 
The vocabulary list for the Curriculum Foundation Series was obtained 
from the alphabetized Cumulative Word List,Grades One and Two,presented in 
the Guidebook for Streets and Roads pages 174-176. The preprimer, primer, 
and first reader words were checked on this list and combined into one list. 
The remaining words comprised the second grade list. 
All variants, words ending in s, ed, ing, 's, er, ly, were counted as 
separate words if they were so listed in the word l i st . 
The following table shows the new words found in the first and second 
grade readers of the Today' s Work-Play Books. The preprimer words are 
designated by two stars ( -lH~); and the primer words are designated by one 
I star (*). 
I 
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r TABLE VI 
NE'vv WORDS IN THE TODAY 1S WORK-PLAY BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TW"O 
Grade One Words -*!~ Prepr:imer Words 
~~ Primer Words 
~*" a *birthday could gave * horses 
about * black * cows geese 7!- house 
after blanket cried **get it- how 
again * blue cut * girls **I 
* airplanes Bobby day give if 
-r~ all * bow-wow Dick glad -h~ in 
always *box * did **go -l~ into 
-l~ am * boys dinner -r.- going -lH!- is 
an bread * do -l._ good * it 
-r& and -*brown ·*dog * good-by jack-o-
-~~ animal build * door * got lantern 
another bwnp *down Grandmother -l~ Jim 
*are * but 7!- eat ..)~ gray -* Jim's 
around buttons ~*" eggs grocery Jingo 
asked buy elephants grow -a Judy 
-r~- at *cake every ~~had jumped 
-:~ away i:-~ calf -~~-~ farm Hank just 
baby *Call -a farmer *happy kitchen 
back called * farmer's has kitten 
*barn *came ~~Father . *have ~.~-know 
baskets *Can feather iHE- hay **laughed 
be cap fell -:~-he let 
bear * cat *find head * letter 
beavers * chickens fine hello -Y.-* like 
bed circus fireman help liked 
bees . * city first *hens ~- little 
best clean fly her lived 
bicycle clouds fog ..J~ here * lives 
*big clowns * for hill log 
*bigger coat four -l!- him long 
-:~-biggest * cock-a- friend his **look 
Bill doodle-doo from holes ~~- looked 
birds -h~ come **fun *home lost 
corn funny - honk lunch 
'"~~1 u_ 
TABLE VI (continued) 
NEW WORDS TI~ THE TODAY 1S WORK-PLAY BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND T"VVO 
** Preprimer Words Grade One Words {continued) 
* Primer Words 
made once * rooster them * was 
*make * one run *then washed 
~~man others ** said * there water 
many our sat *they way 
may * out *saw things **we 
~~-me over * school think wear 
men ?!-painted * see **this ** went 
merry-go- parade * she thought were 
round * peep sleep three ;'*"what 
milk ~~-pet snow time * wheels 
*Miss *pilot * so **to when 
money *play -r~ some Tom * where 
monkey *played * something -~~tomorrow **which 
morning please spring * too *white 
**Mother pocket squirrels * took why 
Mr. policeman stay Topsy *wife 
much pull stick * toys *will 
mud pulled sting *train window 
*must pumpkin * store tree winter 
*i:I\V puppy * story tricks wish 
nest push street twelve *with 
never *put * surprises -11- Twinkle wobble 
new *rabbits ** Tags -ll- two woman 
next rain tail *up -r.- woods 
night ?:-ran take * us work 
* no ready tar use would 
* not * red *tell very year 
-r.- now -ll* ride *than *wagon *yellow 
nuts -r& right .y, t hank walking * yes 
-ll- of river that *want * you 
* -O.h robins -ll* the *wanted your 
old * roof their warm z-zing 
*on 
I 
I 
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I TABLE VI (continued) 
NE'~l WORDS D'J" THE TODAY 1 S WORK-PLAY BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE L~ ~NO 
Grade Two Words 
I afraid bowls cover fisherman hold 
I 
air breakfast creatures fishermen hot 
airports bright cry five Hnff 
almost bring cutting flags hungry 
I along brothers dance flour hunt I ants brought dancing flowers hurt 
I' any brownie dark food Indian 
II 
arms bulbs dig found island 
as butterfly digging Frank ivy 
I ask buzz does front Jack 
babies by don't garden jar 
bad Captain drink getting Jean 
bags care drive goes Johnny 
balk carried each gone Jupie 
balls carrots early grandfather keep 
bay catch ears grass keeper 
beam caterpillar elves great kind 
beautiful cellar end Green lmew 
because cents enemies ground land 
been chair enough Gruff last 
before Charlie ever hair late 
began children eyes hands laughing 
behind clay face hard leather 
believe climb fall having leaves 
bell close far hear left 
Bingo clothes fast · heard Levds 
Blackie coal feast held lights 
blows cocoon feet herder living 
boat cold few hide lobster 
boots coming field hiding machine 
both cook fires high mail 
bottom country fish himself maldng 
bought 
II 
I 
_j 
-
/I TABLE VI ( continued) 
NEW WORDS IN THE TODAY 1S WORK-PLAY BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
Grade Two Words (continued) 
Mary pies sand stand tie 
met pile Saturday start tiny 
might place say still tired 
miles plants scales stones together 
minutes plow scenes stop told 
mittens pole secr ets stopped Tommy 
more ponies seen stories top 
most pony sell storm tracks 
mouse pool send stove tried 
mouth poor sheep straw turn 
move pot shining string turtles 
Mrs. potato shoes such ugly 
mule pretty shoemaker summer under 
name Puff shoolc sun until 
Nancy-Belle queer should supper village 
near radio show sure wait 
neck ragged side sweet wake 
nice rags sisters swim walk 
nine ranch sit table war 
noise real sitting tablecloth warriors 
nothing really sky taking wash 
ocean riding sled talk watch 
o'clock ring slowly teacher well 
off road small telephone wet 
only rode smell ten Wharf 
open roll snapping terrible wheat 
or room soft these while 
own roots soon thresh who 
pair ropes soup threshers wind 
paws rubber south through wings 
penguin rug splash throws wool 
people running spots thumb Zeb 
piece 
The following table shows the new words found in the first and second 
grade readers of the Reading Foundation Series. The preprimer words are 
I
I designated by two stars ( -:H~); and the primer words are designated by one 
star(*)• 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE VII 
NKw· WORDS :rn THE READING FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TIVO 
34 
I 
li 
35 
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TABLE VII (continued) 
NEW WORDS JN THE READJNG FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
-¥--* Prepr imer Words Grade One Words (continued) 
* Primer Words 
make organ -l!- run Sunday upon 
* Ma-ma other -lH*' said *surprise ~f- very 
**man * out sang tadpole wagon 
many over sat tail ~-walk 
Martha Paddy ~~ saw *talk 7:-~ walked 
~H!- may parade * say thank -r .. 'f- 1vant 
**me party seat * that * wanted 
I mend Pauline ** see ~a the warm Mender pear sell them * was 
~~ mew pennies -lh'f- she * then water 
money peill'\Y shining there we 
monkey pet show they * wee 
-;} moo picnic sing things well 
**morning *pig sit -l* this -lPA- went 
*"~ Mother 
-l(-;} play six thought were 
-~Mr. *played sky -l!-* three -lH~ what 
nru.ch * please sleds time when 
must pockets sleep ting-a- ling vlhere 
**IlW *pony sleepy -l* to * white 
~'-'A- name pool smiled tomorrow who 
nap -~!-pretty * Snap -~too why 
* nest *puddle snow took wife 
* new ~-puppy -J:- so top wild 
next put some town *will 
-~~ night * quack someone * toys ** windmv 
nightingale 
-11- Rabbit ~--i~ something -l!-* train winter 
no *rain soon trees wisest 
north 
-¥--*ran South trucks -lE- wish 
-r& not realzy * splash tune -l* with 
-!!-now 
-J:-* red spots turn woods 
of ribbon spring Turtle -~~word 
o:f:f ** ride -l:- started -~:- tweet work 
~t- oh right * stay twenty world 
* old river * stopped twins years 
** on road -~ store ~~- two -r& yes 
I once rolled summer until ~*you 
1 **one -11- rooster sun -l* up your 
1, "''*"open 
I 
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I TABLE VII (continued) 
NEVi WORDS :rn THE READDJG FOID'IDATION SERIES BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
Grade Two Words 
after bunks deep fiddler hogan 
afternoon buy dig fiddling hold 
air cabins dime fields honest 
alike cage dinner fine hook 
alive can't discovery fire hope 
almost Captain dishes first horns 
along care dollar flapjacks horse 
.America cat Dolly flat hot 
among cattle done floor howdy 
an cellar donkey follow hungry 
Andy certainly don't food hurry 
answer Charlie dressed fool I'm 
any chuckled drove foot important 
asleep circus each forget Indian 
Aunt clams ears forgot iron 
bacon clean easy found isn't 
bag climb edge four Jim -
bake clock eight friend Joe 
banana clouds else Friendly joins 
beautiful clowns end front joke 
because cobbler enjoy fruit jolly 
bee color even full jug 
been cook evening garage keep 
began corn ever glad key 
behind corral exciting gone knees 
believe cotton expect Granny knew 
bench couldn't eye grass kinds 
better country face gray kitchen 
black course fair grazing ladder 
blacksmith cover family great last 
blankets crab fastened grin late 
blind cracks faster guess lazy 
bones crawl Feast hair learn 
bought crowd feathers hammer learned 
bracelet Dan feel hands lef t 
branch dancing feet happen let 
bread dark fellow hard lick 
bring dashing fence has light 
brought dear few heard listened 
buck declare fiddle hee-haw live 
l 3'7 
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I TABLE VII (continued) 
NIDV WORDS IN THE READING FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
Grade Two Words (continued) 
lonesome peddler rope sorry tied 
lucky people running sound tired 
made picked rusty special together 
making picture saddle spending told 
mean pieces safe spider trading 
/ middle pillar same spread trails 
might pincers sand stalks treasure 
1 mile pine sandy stand trick 
: milk place sea stars trot 
II minute Plains seaweed steamed trouble I mischief poor seen steps try 
1 Miss post send sticky turnip 
moon pot seven still turquoise 
more potatoes several stone twelve 
moss prize sheep stood twj_nkle 
most proud shells stop twirl 
mountains prove shingles straight Uncle 
mouth pull ships Street under 
move queer shoe stroller use 
Mrs. questions shook such Village 
mule quiet shop suit voice 
music quite shore supper wait 
II 
nail races shoulder suppose wash 
nearer ra.kes shout sure watch 
neck ranch shovel table waves 
I 
neighbors range side take way 
never rascal sign tap weeks 
I nice ready silly tell West 
nothing real silver ten wet 
li 
ocean remember slowly tents wheels 
o'clock remembered smart than while 
only rest smell Thanksgiving whiskers 
il or riddle smile their whispered 
II our Riddling smooth these win 
I O'Vffi I_'ing snapping threw wind 
/, 
pack rocks soft think won't 
pail rode softly through worms 
pan rolling soles ticked would 
pasture roof song tickets you're 
patch 
I; 
'I 
II 
.I 
The following table shows the new words found in the first and second 
I grade readers of the Curriculum Foundation Series. 
,; designated by two stars ( -r.-r.-); and the primer words 
1
1 
star c~{-). 
The preprimer words are 
are designated by one 
I 
TABLE VIII 
NEW WORDS IN THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
. FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
1 
-:PA- Preprimer Words 
* Primer Words 
11 -i* a 
I after 
I. again *all I 
I! along 
I ~~ am 
/ an 
1 1!-* and 
I 
II 
-;} animal 
another 
any 
apple 
*are 
as 
ask 
asked 
'/ -;} at 
I 
·* ate 
-¥.-* away 
i* baby 
I
. back 
-l~- ball 
II bang 
*barn 
basket 
be 
began 
behind 
II 
· -;Hr big 
! Bill 
Billy 
bird 
*birthday 
it black 
·*">'to blue 
~,~-boat 
book 
it bow-wow 
i*" boy 
brown 
-¥.-bump 
bumped 
bunny 
busy 
* but 
buy 
called 
*came 
.r& can 
can't 
** car .. 
.,~ cat 
* chicken 
i:- children 
* cluck 
color 
-JH~ come 
coming 
**cookie ·· 
corn 
Grade One Words 
could 
*cow 
dark 
day 
dear 
?*Dick 
Dick's 
*did . 
dinner 
* do 
.,~dog 
* doll 
don't 
door 
?*down 
·* duck 
*eat 
eating 
* egg 
Ellen 
every 
eve:ryt'ihere 
*family 
?:- farm 
* fast 
faster 
fat 
?HI- father 
feed 
feet 
fell 
**find 
fine 
first 
five 
fly 
food 
-r.-r.- for 
found 
-J{- four 
?~ friend 
from 
*fun 
** fun.ny 
galloping 
-r.- get 
*girl 
give 
glad 
going 
* good 
* good-by 
* grandfather 
* grandmother 
gray 
green 
?{- guess 
had 
~'!-happy 
has 
* have 
* he 
head 
* hello 
*-*help 
helped 
.r~ hen 
her 
?Ht here 
hill 
him 
his 
*home 
~ .. hop 
* horse 
*!:- house 
hmv 
hurry 
**I 
~'-* in 
~- into 
-lh':· it 
"'*" Jack 
-r.-* Jane 
Jane's 
Jill . 
Jim 
~"* jump 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
NE"ff WORDS IN THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
. FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
~~* Preprimer Words Grade One Words (continued) 
* Primer Words 
jwnped 
.Nancy * pretty * soon mnbrella just nest -!H:· Puff splash * under 
* kitten * new puppy ** Spot **up 
know next push squirrel us 
last night pushed stop valentine 
laugh *no put stopped very 
* laughed **not -~~ quack store wagon 
let nothing ~~- rabbit story walk 
let's * now rain street walked 
*like nut *ran surprise rvant 
** little of read * Susan * wanted 
live *">'t oh **red swish * was 
*''t look old ~~ ride ~"' tail way 
* looked *on road take i.'-* we 
looking once robin * tall{ wee 
lost 
-r.* one room *thank *well 
made open rooster * that * went 
**make or round ~~-the were 
making other ~!-* run them * what 
*ma-ma *our running then when 
man 
·*out ** said * there ~"'where 
many 
·outdoors **Sally * they which 
may over Sally's thing *white 
maybe paint sang think *who 
if-* me painted *sat * this why 
merry-go- party -~~ saw thought *will 
round Patty *say ** three wind 
met peep * school **Tim wish 
*mew pennies ** see time *with 
milk 
-r.- pet ~~ she **to woman 
moo Peter sleep * Tom ** work 
I morning -r.- pig Sleepy * too worked 
I ~'* mother ** play slower took yard I Mr. playing snow town ** yellow 
1 Mrs. * please * so * toy * yes I *must pocket some tree if-* you 
I ~!-* my poky ~"' something ~"* two your 
I name *pony 
I 
I 
I 
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I TABLE VIII (continued) I 
II NEW WORDS ll~ THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
I, FOR GRADES ONE AND .TWO 
'I 
I Grade Two Words (continued) 
li got honey leaf move pie 
'I 
grass honk learn moving pile 
II 
great hope leave much pin 
II 
grew hopped left myself pink 
grocery horns leg near place 
groceries hot letter neck plant 
ground-hog hotter lift need pleasant 
grow huff light neighbor plenty 
gruff hung line never point 
grunt hungry lion nice policeman 
ha hurried listen nickel pond 
hadn't hurt living noise pooh 
hair ice long noon poor 
Halloween if longer nose porridge 
hammer I'll longest oak pot 
I hand I!m lot o ' clock potato 
handkerchief inside loud off potatoes 
happen isn't louder often present 
hard it's loudest only proud 
harder I've lunch outside pull 
hardly jay machine oven pwnpkin 
hat Joe magic own queer 
haven't John maple paid quick 
having Johnny matter pan quickly 
hear joke mean paper quiet 
heard jolly meet parade quit 
heavy keep men park rake 
helper kept middle part reach 
herself kind might past ready 
hide kitchen minute path real 
hiding kitty miss pay really 
high knew Molly pen remember 
himself' lalock money Penny rest 
hippety large more people riding 
hive late most perhaps right 
hoe lay mouse pick river 
hold lazy mouth picture roar 
,, hole 
II 
Jl 
I 
;I 
!I 42 
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TABLE VIII (continued) 
NE'N WORDS IN THE CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
FOR GRADES ONE AND TWO 
Grade Two Words (continued) 
roll sing storekeeper told water 
roller sister straight Tornrny wave 
roof sit strange tomorrow weather 
rope six straw tonight weed 
rose skate string top week 
rub skip strong touch wet 
sad sled such toward what ' s 
Sam slide sudden train wheat 
same sliding suddenly trap while 
sand slow summer trick whisper 
Sandy slowly sun tried whole 
Saturday sly supper trip wide 
save smaller sure t r oll wife 
scare smart surely trot wiggle 
scream smell table truck wild 
scrub smile taking try 1.rlnd.ow 
second smiling tall turn wing 
seed sniff tap turtle winter 
seem soft taste tw·eet wise 
seen sorry telephone ugly wolf 
sell sound tell uncle wonder 
shall spring ten until wonderful 
sheep squawk terrible upside won't 
shoe squeak than use wood 
shook squeal that's village woodpecker 
short stairs their vine word 
shorter stamp these visit would 
shortest stand third voi ce wouldn't 
should star those waddle wren 
shout start thresh wag write 
shovel station through wagged year 
show stay tie wait yesterday 
shut step ting-a-ling wake yet 
side stick tiny warm you'll 
sign still tired wash young 
silly sting today wasn't yourself 
since stood together watch Zeke 
I 
I 
II 
I 
i 
I 
I 
II 
After the vocabulary lists from the tests and readers had been alpha-
betized, check sheets were pr epared in order to compare the test and 
reader vocabularies. A separate check sheet was prepared for each test in 
each battery. The test words were listed in alphabetical order at the 
left. Three columns were made beside these words. Each column had the 
name of a reading system written at the top. As each word on the reading 
system list appeared in the exact form on the test list, a check mark was 
made opposite the word under the reading system in which it appeared. 
The vocabulary lists of the Battery I Tests were compared with the vocab-
ulary lists of Grade One Words. The vocabulary lists of the Battery II 
Tests Yfere compared with the vocabulary lists of Grade One Words as well 
as Grade Two Words. The check marks in each column were added and then 
these sub-totals were added to get the number of words common to the test 
and reader vocabularies. 
The data were analyzed and are presented in the following chapter. 
I 
_J 
II 
I! II 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to find: 
I 
II 
1. The percent of words included in the two standardized reading I 
,I 
I 
I 
tests and in the three basal reading systems . 
2. The percent of the voeabular,y of the three basal reading 
systems included in the two tests . 
Tables IX, X, and XI, which follow, show the percent of words common 
to the two tests and the three reading systems. 
! 
Jl 
I 
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TABLE IX 
PERCENT OF ·woRDS COMMON TO TESTS AND TODAY 1 S WORK-PLAY BOOKS 
GRADES ONE AND TVfO 
Number Number of Percent of 
Grade Tests of words words connnon to words conunon 
in test tests and readers to tests and 
readers 
American School 
Achievement Tests 
Form A 
lane Battery I 
Test 1 89 28 31 
Test 2 91 33 36 
Battery II 
Test 1 188 82 44 
Test 2 418 206 49 I 
'I 
Metropolitan 
II AChievement Tests 
Form R I 
One Battery I 
Test 1 75 25 33 
Test 2 ll6 32 28 
Test 3 72 19 38 
Two Battery II 
Test 1 382 191 50 
I; Test 2 174 51 29 I' 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
II 
li 
TABLE X 
PERCENT OF WORDS COT~40N TO TESTS AND READING FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
GRADES ONE AND TVVO 
Number of 
I Grade 
Number Percent of 
Tests of words words common to words common 
in test tests and readers to tests and 
reader s 
.American School 
Achievement Tests 
Form A 
One Battery I 
Test 1 89 24 27 
Test 2 91 36 40 
Two Battery II 
Test 1 188 84 45 
Test 2 418 188 45 
Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests 
Form R 
One Battery I 
Test 1 75 34 45 
Test 2 116 41 35 
Test 3 72 21 29 
Two Battery II 
Test 1 382 188 49 
Test 2 174 46 27 
TABLE XI 
PERCENT OF WORDS COMMON TO TESTS AND CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS 
GRADES ONE--AND TWO 
N'Wllber Number of Percent of 
Grade Tests of words words common to words common 
in test tests and readers to tests and 
readers 
.American School 
Achievement Tests 
Form A 
1 One Battery I 
I Test 1 89 35 39 
Test 2 91 29 32 
Two Battery II 
Test 1 188 101 54 
Test 2 418 214 51 
Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests 
Form R 
One Battery I 
Test 1 75 31 41 
Test 2 116 40 34 
Test 3 72 l9 26 
Two Battery II 
I! Test 1 382 208 54 
I 
Test 2 174 76 44 
In the grade one te·sts the percents of words common to a test and to 
the basal vocabularies range from 26 to 45. 
In the American School Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One , Word Recognition 
Lowest percent 
Highest 11 
27 Reading Foundation Series 
39 Curriculum Foundat i on Series 
Test Two , Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 
Highest II 
32 Curriculum Foundation Series 
40 Reading Foundation Seri es 
In the Metropolitan Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Word Picture 
Lowest percent 
Highest II 
33 Today 1s Work-Plgr Books 
45 Reading Foundation Series 
Test Two, Word Recogni tion 
Lmvest percent 28 Today's Work-Play Books 
Highest 11 35 Reading Foundation Series 
Test Three, Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 26 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Highest 11 38 Today' s Work- Play Books 
49 
In the grade two tests the percents of words common to a test and to 
the basal vocabularies range from 27 to 54. 
In the American School Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Sentence and Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 44 Today's Work-Pl§Y Books 
Highest II 54 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Test Two, Paragraph Meaning 
Lowest percent 45 Reading Foundation Series 
Highest II 51 Curriculum Foundation Series 
In the Metropol itan Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Reading 
Lowest percent 49 Reading Foundation Series 
Highest II 54 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Test Two, Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 27 Reading Foundation Series 
Highest II 44 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Tables XII, XIII, and XIV, which follow, show how well each test 
samples the vocabulary of the basal readers. 
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TABLE XII 
PERCENT OF WORDS FROM TODAY' S WORK-PLAY BOOKS, 
* ** GRADES ONE AND TWO, SAMPLED BY TESTS 
* Total number of words in Grade I books: 327 
~~ .'H:- Total number of words in Grades I and II books: 649 
Si 
-- ---- ~==-~-=-=-=-~==~==============================================~======== 
I 
I 
TABLE XIII 
PERCENT OF WORDS FROM READ Tim FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS, 
GRADES oNE* AND TWo7 SAMPLED BY TESTS 
1
11 ----------------:N:-:-UIm"l"'ib_e_r_o-:f;;---------:P:=:-er-c-en-t-:--o-::f:--w-ord~s---
1 Grade Tests words common to in readers 
j One 
1l 
I 
I 
I 
Two 
One 
I Two 
I 
American School 
Achievement Tests 
Form A 
Battery I 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Battery II 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests 
Form R 
Battery I 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 
Battery II 
Test 1 
Test 2 
tests and readers sampled by tests 
24 
36 
84 
188 
06 
10 
11 
24 
34 09 
41 11 
21 06 
188 24 
46 06 
* Total number of words in Grade I books: 37 5 
i ** Total number of words in Grades I and II books: 771 
' 
Bosto,.., Un ivf>f";iry ~oo1 ot f:.ducauon 
.. ~ '~J~~a:.'· • · . ... .... n · 
. .  
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Grade 
One 
One 
Two 
TABLE XIV 
PERCENT OF WORDS FROM CURRICULUM FOUNDATION SERIES BOOKS, 
GRADES mm* AND rwo'7 SAMPLED BY TESTS 
Tests 
American School 
Achievement Tests 
Form A 
Battery I 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Battery II 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests 
Form R 
Battery I 
Test 1 
Test 2 
Test 3 
Battery II 
Number of 
words common to 
tests and readers 
35 
29 
101 
214 
31 
40 
19 
Percent of words 
in readers 
sampled by tests 
10 
09 
11 
24 
09 
12 
06 
1 23 
1 Test 2 76 08 
Test 1 208 
11-------------------
i~ Total number of w·ords in Grade I books : 336 
II** Total number of words in Grades I and I I books: 895 
I 
In the three reading s.ystems used, the percent of words of the first 
grade vocabulary lists s~~pled by the tests is almost identical. The per-
cent ranges from 6 to 12. 
In the American School Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Word Recognition 
Lowest percent 6 Reading Foundation Series 
Highest II 10 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Test T-«o, Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 9 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Highest II 10 Todgr 1s Work-Play Books and 
Reading Foundation Series 
In the Metropolitan Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Word Picture 
Lowest percent 8 Today's Work-Plgy Books 
Highest II 9 Reading Foundation Series 
Curriculum Foundation Series 
Test Two, Word Recognition 
Lowest percent 10 Todgy 1s Work-Plgy Books 
Highest II 12 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Test Three, Word Meaning 
Same 
Today 1s Work-Plgy Books 
6 Reading Foundation Series 
Curriculum Foundation Series 
4 
I 
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The percent of words of the grade two vocabular,r lists sampled by 
the tests ranges from 6 to 32. 
In the American School Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Sentence and Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 11 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Reading Foundation Series 
Highest II 13 Tod~'s Work-Pl5Y Books 
Test Two, Paragraph Meaning 
Lowest percent 24 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Reading Foundation Seri es 
Highest II 32 Today 1s Work-Play Books 
In the Metropolitan Achievement Tests the results are: 
Test One, Reading 
Lowest percent 23 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Highest II 29 Today 1s Work-Play Books 
Test Two, Word Meaning 
Lowest percent 6 Reading Foundation Series 
Highest II 8 Curriculum Foundation Series 
Today's Work-Plsr Books 
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CHAPTER IV 
S~MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to compare the vocabularies of each 
part of two standardized reading tests with the vocabularies , from the 
preprimer through the second reader, of three basal reading systems. 
The two problems considered were: 
1. The percent of words included in the two standardized reading 
tests and in the three basal reading systems. 
2. The percent of the vocabulary of the three basal reading systems 
which are included in the two tests. 
From this study the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. The percent of vTords included in the two standardized reading 
tests and in the three basal reading systems is not very 
high. The percent ranges from 26 to 45 in Grade One and 
from 27 to 54 in Grade Two. 
2. The percent of words in common is a little higher in Grade 
Two than in Grade One. 
3. The percents of Grade One words in common with the tests are 
quite evenly divided among the three basal reading systems. 
4. The Grade Two vocabulary of the Curriculum Foundation Series 
has the highest percent of words in common with the two tests 
among the Grade Two vocabularies of the three basal reading 
systems. 
==========================~~====-t==-~~ 
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The American School Achievement Tests and the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests are equal in the percent of words in 
common -vrith the Grade One vocabularies of the three reading 
systems used. 
6. The American School Achievement Tests have a higher percent 
of words in common with the Grade Two vocabularies of the 
three basal readers than the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. 
7. The percent of the vocabulary of the three basal reading 
systems which are included in the two tests is very low. 
The percent ranges from 6 to 12 in Grade One and from 6 to 
32 in Grade Two. 
8. The tests sample the basal vocabulary for Grade ~70 a little 
better than they do for Grade One. 
9. Tne percents of Grade One words sampled by the two tests are 
quite evenly divided among the three basal reading systems. 
10. The Grade Two vocabulary of the Today 1 s Work-Play Books 
Series has the highest percent of words sampled by the ~vo 
tests among the three basal reading systems~ 
11. The American School Achievement Tests sample a higher percent 
of words in the Grades One and Two vocabularies of the three 
basal reading S,Ystems than the Metropolitan Achievement 
Tests. 
57 
12. The two tests studied have neither appropriate vocabulary 
nor adequate sampling of the words in the three basal 
reading systems used in this analysis. 
L 
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